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Helping your
pupils be ready
for the future
as every one
deserves the
best opportunity
for professional
success
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The effective
delivery of
employability
skills provides
every pupil
with the best
possible chance
of a successful
career.
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The greater the adoption
and implementation of
skills such as resilience,
communication and
confidence, the more students’
prospects are enhanced,
regardless if they choose to
attend university, start work
or secure an apprenticeship.

At Be Ready we believe that all pupils deserve
this opportunity and that schools across
the UK should be given as much support
as possible to provide these skills to their
students. Limited school budgets and resources
create significant barriers to internal delivery,
and this is where we step in.
We have built a suite of CPD accredited courses
for both teachers and pupils around core
employability topics, perfectly complementing
the curriculum and unlocking learner potential
whilst enabling students to be ready for life
beyond school at zero cost.
By giving all students access to our content,
regardless of background, we make future success
an achievable possibility for all. We do this whilst
also helping schools meet statutory requirements
for careers advice and commercial engagement.

Be Ready provides
fantastic content and
has been an invaluable
resource for me in choosing
my options after school.
Year 13 Student,
Cranbrook School

A fantastic free resource
with advice from learning
companies and modules on the
skills pupils need for the future
- all schools should have it!
Elizabeth Cumpstey,
Deputy Head of Sixth Form,
Hampshire Collegiate School

Fully-funded

Inspire next steps

Our programmes would typically require
a huge investment but we are aware how
tight budgets are. By working in partnership
with universities and employers we provide
our products completely fully-funded.

Our video-rich, interactive
microlearning content has
been specifically designed for
this generation. CVs and confidence
build up with every click.
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Bespoke
employability
websites
Your Be Ready programme, which is
delivered through a bespoke website
with personal login areas for both teacher
and pupil, perfectly complements the
curriculum to realise learner potential.
The site features a wealth of CPD
accredited training resources, insights,
the latest labour market information
and details of employer engagements.
You receive a tailored Be Ready programme
delivered through your bespoke online
learning environment, which is branded
and personalised to your school or college.

Employability skills
are so important for
school leavers and we
back the work that
Be Ready is doing.
Product Marketing Manager,
Microsoft

Meeting Gatsby
benchmarks

Engaging
resources

We house our courses within employability
sites that we create for each individual
school partner and provide full user access.
We also include additional content so schools
can meet all eight Gatsby benchmarks.

Your Be Ready programme can be delivered
through video-rich, interactive online microlearning,
pre-prepared classroom sessions and short
tutor time modules – everything you need to
engage students in their learning.

Chase Terrace Technology
College are absolutely delighted
with the work which Be Ready
have completed for us. For our
6th Form students to be able
to access these training modules
will be invaluable.
Julie Poppleton, Head of CEIAG,
Chase Terrace Technology College

Some of our employer partners include
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Accredited
microlearning
training

Classroom
content
We provide a host of lesson packs, workbooks
and PowerPoints to enable teachers to
deliver our content with minimum prep
time, in the classroom, in tutor time or as
homework. They are specifically designed
for pupils studying across key stages
3, 4 and 5 with differentiated learning
outcomes for each group.

We use the latest microlearning techniques
to deliver essential employability skills such
as communication, confidence, resilience
and personal branding in short bursts
through interactive video content.
Your pupils can engage in bite-sized learning
modules using tablet, mobile or computer
devices. This offers them control and flexibility
over what they learn and when - in the
classroom, at home, on the go.
All of our training is accredited by the
CPD, including our lesson resources and
work booklets. It is designed to perfectly
complement the curriculum and to unlock
the potential of every pupil.

We also provide you with access to our free
tutor time resources designed to be run in
10-15 minute slots. These resources enable
pupils to understand key topics and engage
in group discussions and debates, and improve
their employability and their understanding
of British values.
Each resource has been created to help prepare
your pupils for the next step in their lives and
promote the benefits of self-development
and lifelong learning.

Be Ready is such
an inspirational idea.
Our bespoke website was
carefully designed with
great attention to detail
and is an exciting addition
to our CEIAF provision.
Joanna Bramley, Director of Career,
Coopers School

Reward with
accreditation

Track
success

Varied
learning

Interactive
engagement

Easy to
implement

Provide as many students as you
choose with CPD accreditation for every
module they complete. This helps build
their confidence, their CV and their
value to future employers.

It’s easy to gather key analysis and
insights on your programme. Our secure
system lets you manage users, measure
student engagement, and track
completion rates and outcomes.

Classroom delivery or
downloadable workbook activities;
you choose how to help students
retain the skills training and
industry insight they’ve learned.

Giving pupils the chance
to participate in debate,
presentations and mock interviews
to encourage active engagement
and simulate real work scenarios.

All resources are
provided with full content and
instruction, enabling teachers to
deliver the learning outcomes
with minimum preparation.

For more information on how
the Be Ready programme can
help unlock learner potential,
please contact us at:
London
22-25 Portman Close
London
W1H 6BS
Tel: 020 7046 7082
Manchester
1 Universal Square
Devonshire Street
Manchester
M12 6JH
Tel: 0161 974 0610

info@bereadygroup.org
bereadygroup.org

